
{member_name}, Volunteers are the force behind the RRDi and volunteering is integral to the 
RRDi philosophy and spirit. The RRDi is totally dependent not only on volunteering but also 
donations. We would hope that as a member of the RRDi that you would support our cause and 
purchase a copy of our journal and read it for yourself. Volunteers produced the first edition. If 
you want to continue the journal as well as our cause we also need some positive reviews. David 
Pascoe has slammed the Journal of the RRDi with a negative review. I have countered his 
criticism of our journal with my own editorials on my personal web sites. What I am asking you 
is to please make up your own mind and read the journal and decide for yourself. If you think 
David's criticism is warranted then help us to make a better journal. If you feel that the 
volunteers have indeed contributed a unique alternative to the status quo direction of journalism 
and research on rosacea we would hope you would speak out and publicly write a positive 
review. The RRDi is the only non profit organization run by volunteer rosacea sufferers. Our 
Journal of the RRDi is available at iUniverse, the publisher, Amazon and other online book 
stores. You can order it at your favorite local book store by title or ISBN 978-1-4502-0345-6. 
For more information:Â http://irosacea.org/journal.phpÂ Thanks for joining the RRDi and being 
there for us. Brady Barrows Founder and Director ------------------------------------- {board_name} 
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